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" ABSTRACT

SYNCHRONIZING FIRE SUPPORT FOR HEAVY / LIGHT OPERATIONS--
',..MMA D n-ND CONTROL CHALLENGE FOR THE HEAVY DIVISION

by MJ David S. PoBc).l1, USA. 65 pages.

This mocnogr,2ph e-.!amines the fire support command and control
probleatT that confront a hoavy division during synchronizetinn o

Ieavy / light operations. The dostructive Force of massed fire
;L, por't is a critical component of heavy / light combat power.
Comm-nd and control ootimizes that combat power by effectively
syrhronizing fire support.

,muni~atio.ns and procedures are two key elements of-F ire
suppoort command and control. This monograph examines these two
alemrnts ,-Tm. a historical, zontLemporary and theoretical
versrTctive. It examines communications in terms of equipment
and net st,-ttre, and xamines procedures in terms of the
timeliness OF planning, coordination and execution.

The monooeraph first evaluates VI1 Corps operations on the

Cotentin Peninsula. in June 1944, as a historical example.
n7in hts ir'to this o.oration shcow some of th _ di-.ficult command

and cont-ol challenges that units faced in synchronizing fire
supp,rt Zor h /avy I light forces. Communications and procedural
defic-iencies cau-s,_d these Problems.

N-: t. the monograph -Focuses on contemporary heavy / light
e',pe-i nce at the heavy brigade level. Two National Training
Cnt.,- -orations and REFORGER 8 provide key lessons learned.
Fire :-uopcrt synchronization problems were a recurring problem in
:I! th.rr - _ due to communications inadequacies and procedural
di , r,?.ncc Thosse problems demonstrate that unre1solved command 7d
c, _n ,.ro p _b~'., cnn eaily jeopardize the pottential combat pow r
o-f th. h'-,,,; ,/, -li qht for-ce,

2i .. l. !', n an=.ysis of current heavy division capabilities
orints out key fire Support command and control problems simil'r

-cT ind in the pr-vio,..s cases. These problems included
mm "ic#tions incompatibility plus procedural delays which

c?,_,id e-sil ,undrmine the powerful synergism of heavy / light
overetions if not resolved.

B3sed on historical insights, contemporary lessons learned
and pny 1vsis oF current capabilities. the study concludes that
scJrio,, command and control problems exist in the areas o fire

nuopport communications and procedures. If not resolved, these
-_Fi'_-encr.Oes culd significantly degrade the overall capabili.ties
,4, i _- i ho=vy / light -orce. Possible solution!= re addressed in
t-rm, o-F rck:t,-in-, -quipment, force st-ucture =nd training.
SolDving th-se p-oblems will help to ensure that thv poten.ia1
.r., mh', ., o !.h. he vv / light F.orce is optimized-r th
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7i~a!!y, an analysis of current heavy division caotiliti---
acints out key fire support command and control problems s3-!e -

tc. ihoe found in the previous cas. These problems i-ludn:!
commu-ications incompatibility plus procedural delays whih
would easily _, undermire the powerful synergism of heavy / light
operatiors if not resolved.

Based on historical insights, contemporary lessoms learns-
and analysis of current capabilities, the study concludes +h--l
se-inu_ commano and control problems exist in the a -f Fi e
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I - INTRODUCTION

BackQround and Significance

The purpose of this paper is to identify and examine

key command and control (C ) problems that the U.S. Army

AOE Heavy Division must overcome ir- order to effectively

synchronize fire support for heavy/light operations.

Previously, there was a tendency to organize doctrine by

echelon and type of organization, as either heavy or

1
light. Today there is a critical need to go beyond

this either-or focus.

Recently, the concept of heavy / light operations

has generated great interest and debate. The early

deployment of light forces to reinforce NATO has

strategic, operational and tactical appeal. From a

strategic perspective, strong arguments conclude that

rapid deployment of light forces to Europe during

conditions of increased military vigilance would have a

strong and positive effect on deterrence. From an

operational and tactical standpoint, light forces

complement heavy forces by allowing the mixed force

commander to optimize his combat power.

The heavy / light concept has many strong points and

many believe that future tactical battles in Europe will

be fought by such a mix of forces. ' Therefore, it is

imperative that tactical level organizations continue to

analyze the many difficult challenges involved in

planning and executing heavy/light operations.



Synchronization is one of the greatest of these

challenges. The goal of synchronization in heavy/light

operations is to maximize the strengths of each force by

achieving functional compatioility within a common

4
tactical setting. Heavy and light forces are

complementary, but not interchangeable. The commander

achieves functional compatibility by offsetting the

weaknesses of one force with the strengths of the other.

In this sense, heavy/light operations are an extension

of the combined arms concept.

A key task of C in heavy / light, combined arms

operations is to integrate both the organization and

employment of forces. C 2 achieves integration through

the synchronization process. This process produces

maximum potential combat power and then translates it

into destructive force that is focused and applied at

the decisive point.

A critical condition for maximizing heavy / light

combat power is the effective integration of fire

support. This is especially important because of the

austere combat support that is organic to light forces.

Fire support is a critical battlefield operating

system for the heavy / light force. It both provides and

integrates destructive force. Failure to synchronize

results in a piecemeal distribution of fires instead of

the concentrated destructive force of massed fires that

is so important for optimizing the heavy / light mix.



Methodology

The scope of this paper is confined to examining

fire support C for heavy /light. defensive operations

at division level and below. The tactical settinq is a

hr4h intensity conflict in NATO, against Soviet / W arsa

Pact forces. Employ;:ent considerations are consistent

with current doctrine and mission capabilities.

Integration of fire support into heavy / light

operations presents a wide range of key issues for

6analysis. This study specifically analyzes the fire

support C A in terms of communications and procedures.

It does this from a historical, contemporary and

theoretical perspective.

The study first examines fire support communications

using these criteria:

- equipment operating range

- equipment availability

- equipment compatibility

- equipment security

- communications net design/structure

Next, the study examines fire support procedures

using the following criteria:

- planning times

- coordination times

- execution times



The heavy division time standards from the field

artillery battalion ARTEP Mission Training Plan serve as
/

a base line for the analysis. The rationale is that

heavy force systems used to plan, coordinate and execute

fire support tasks will drive the pace and tempo of fire

support operations in a European setting.

Historical insights, contemporary lessons learned,

and observations From the analysis of current

capabilities serve as evidence. Sources include uFit

after action reports, historical observations / !

learned, observations and lessons learned From the

National Training Center (NTC) and REFORGER, doctrinal

and technical publications, force structure documents.,

current articles and related studies.

II - HISTORICAL INSIGHTS

Background

Operations on the Cotentin Peninsula in Normandy

during the period of 6 June to 17 June 1944, provide

several excellent examples of heavy/light operations

involving units from the VII (U.S.) Corps and two U.S.

airborne divisions. VII Corps operations on the east

side of the peninsula constituted the right flank of the

allied invasion known as Operation Neptune. The VII

Corps mission was to assault Utah Beach and to secure a

beachhead in order to facilitate an early attack north

4



to seize critical port -fcilitien at CherboLrg.

Some of the hardest lighting during the early days

of the Normandy invasion took place on the Cotentin

Peninsula. Early operations by the P2nd and 101st

Airbo, ne Divisions preceded the invasion in order to

secure key road networks and to establish a defensive

arc along the edges of the invasion area. Fhe 4th5 90th

and 9th Infantry Divisions of VII Corps conducted

landing operations in sequence during the first five

days of the invasian.

After the landing at Utah Beach, there were sLeral

major operations involving both heavy and light units.

The 4th Infantry Division (4ID) conducted early heavy /

light operations in order to seal the northern flank o

the invasion area. The forces working with the 41D

iocluded the 505 Parachute Regiment of the 82nd ABN,

plus supporting tank units and reinforcing armored

artillery. The 90th Division attacked west through the

remainder of the 82nd ABN Division in order to seal off

the southern portion of the peninsula. Finally, the 9th

Division and the 82nd ABN Division spearheaded a

combined attack through the stalled 90th Division to

finish sealing off the Cotentin.

All of these heavy / light operations took plaze in

the restrictive terrain of the Cotentin Peninsula. hiT

hedgerow terrain, known as the Bocage, gave VII Crps a

good opportunity to enperiment with different combined



arms mi,_es, which included airborne infantrv, regular

infantr-, armored forces, towed artillery and armote ,

self-propelled artillery. This mixing of heavy a.nd

1ignt forces from different organizations caused many

command and control complications and thus provides a

useful example for analysis.

Fire Support Communications - Analysis and Findinqs

Analysis overview. Fire support organizations used

a variety of radio and telephone systems to synchronize

fires in this operation. The type and capabilities of

4
the equipment were diverse. Analysis of World War Ii

doctrine, force structure, unit histories, after action

reports and lessons learned, reveals that there were

fire support communications problems in the heavy/lig.t

operations. These problems caused some C- problems that

adversely impacted on synchronizing fire support.

Findings. The findings are according to the

specific criteria used in the analysis.

- Equipment Operating Range. Radio

communications were the primary means used during the

Cotentin r jerations. Within the 41D heavy / light mix

there were four different types of radios in the heavy

light fire support system. The operating ranges varied

from 5 to 15 miles.

The primary radio was the SCR 619 which had o Five

mile range limit. The other radios were the SCR 508,



SCR 510 and VRC 9. all of which had a 10-15 mile range.

Tank and armored artillery units used the SCR 508 and

SCR 5!1 radios which which gave them three times the

ranqe of the SCR 619 radios used by the light infantry,
6

regular infantry, and the divisional artillery units.

A forward observer From a division artillery unit

used an SER 619 radio with its five mile range to

support tank forces using radios with a 10-15 mile

range. These mixed operating tanoes, combined with the

-ugged hedgerow terrain, forced forward observers to

employ radio relays between themselves and supporting

artillery battalions.
7

- Equipment Availability. Shortages in

communications equipment existed in many fire support
9

organizations. This created a significant CL problem

because not all liaison officers and forward observers

8
could be properl, ,quipped or employed. Radio

shortages also severely hampered radio relay operations.

- Equipment Compatibility. Compatibility

problems occurred because of differences in frequency

coverage. The SCR 500 series radio used by tank and

armored artillery units operated in a frequency range oF

27-76.9 megacycles. The SCR 600 series radio in

airborne units, regular infantry units and infantry

division artillery units operated in a frequency range

9
of 20-27.9 megacycles. In some cases, certain radios

in the 500 series had no overlap with the 600 series.



This lack of adequate frequency coverage caused a

compatibility problem that affected fire support in

heavy,'light operations. Forward observers in tank

units had difficulty communicating with supporting light

or medium artillery as well as monitoring the tank unit

command net. Also, reinforcing armored artille ry could

not easily communicate with direct support light or

medium artillery, unless liaison officers with radios

10
were exchanged.

- Equipment Security. None of the equipment

had a secure capability. Designated codes and cal

signs provided limited communications security. The

frequent mixing of units jeopardized even this limited

capability because it was difficult for parent units to

keep track of and disseminate codes and call signs in an

ever changing task organization. 11

- Net Structure. Solutions to the

compatibility problem involved improvising and modifying

fire support communications net structures. One

solution was to designate artillery fire nets within the

very narrow overlap of frequencies. This caused

conflict and doubling up of fire nets.

Fi-e Support Procedures - Analysis and Findings.

Analysis Overview. Fire support organizations used

well-defined procedures for planning, coordination and

execution oF support. In many ways these procedures



parallel contemporary doctrine. Units achieved

e~ect i'ie -i re s -t during operations on the Cote tin

13
jsing these procedures. However, there were some

procedural problems that affected fire support Ci.

Findings. The findings are according to the

specific criteria used in the analysis.

- Planning Times. There was not any evidence

to indicate the C2 problems affected fire support

planning. However, it is reasonable to conclude that

communications operating range limitations and

compatibility problems would have made heavy/light fire

support planning more difficult.

- Coordination Times. Communications

compatibility and range problems slowed fire support

coordination. The direct support artillery in the 41D

heavy/light operation was the focal point of fire

support coordination. In order to coordinate with the

505 Parachute Regiment. with supporting tank units, and

with reinforcing artillery units, the 41D direct support

artillery had to overcome both range and compatibility

problems.

- Execution Times. Forward observers routed

fire mission requests through radio relays and liaison

officers to overcome range and compatibility problems.

This routing caused delays in fire support execution

times for the heavy/light forces. Also, heavy artillery

required separatc firing data for each howitzer. This



meant additional gunnery calculations. which delayed

execution oF any massed fires involving reinforcing

heavy artillery units.1

Solutions and Insights

Overview. The fire support community worked hard t

resclve the various communications and procedural

problems. Approaches included both short term ad-hoc

fixes and also recommendations for long term solutions.

It is useful to highlight some of these solutions.

- Doctrine: Separate sections in existing fire

support doctrine outlined detailed options available to

minimize the impact of range and compatibility problems.

These options included adjusted radio net structure,

radio relays, aerial observers and multiple liaison

16
officers. The First Army Artillery Information

Service provided a quick way to supplement existing

doctrine by distributing fire support lessons learned. 7

Also, the development of graphical firing tables helped

to reduce the computation times for massing heavy

artillery. 18

- Equipment: Due to a need for more radios,

VII Corps received excess radios from First Army stocks.

These helped to resolve equipment range, availability

19
and compatibility problems for the near term. Excess

SCR 500 series radios went to field artillery units in

inFantry and airborne divisions to help resolve



compatibility problems with armor units. Relay sites

used excess radios to resolve range problems. ReQuests

for long term adjustments to tables of organization and

equipment documented the equipment deficiencies and

helped to insure permanent solutions in the future.

- corce Structure: Aggressive use of liaison

officers helped to minimize the impact of compatibili ,v

problems. The use of organic aerial liaison aircraft

helped resolve some communications range problems.

Recommended changes to the tables of organization and
21

equipment documented liaison section shortfalls.

- Training. Army combat evaluation teams were

present during the operations on the Cotentin. They

developed numerous battlefield lessons learned which

provided valuable material that was immediately

available for training dUring lulls in the fighting.

This training helped units overcome and adjust to unique

problems identified during combat operations in the

hedgerow operations on the Cotentin. One of these

lessons was the value of aerial liaison aircraft for

coordinating fires in heavy / light operations.

Insights. Units conducting heavy/light operations

on the Cotentin Peninsula faced significant C2 problems

in fire support communications and procedures. Figure

2-1 summarizes these problem areas in terms of category.,

criteria and operational impact.

Ii



Figure 2-1

Fire Support Command and Control Problem Areas

CATEGORY. IMPACT
CRITERIA *NEGLIGIBLE **SIGNIFICANT

COMMUNICATIONS

RANGE X

AVAILABILITY X

COMPATIBILITY X

SECURITY X

NET STRUCTURE X

PROCEDURES

PLANNING TIMES X

COORDINATION TIMES X

EXECUTION TIMES X

* Negligible Impact - There was no impact or the heavy
/ light forces overcame the problem using internal
resources and minor procedural adjustments.

** Significant Impact - The heavy / light forces
reduced the impact of problems but could not totally
resolve the problem without augmentation or significant
restructuring of operational procedures.

Units minimized the impact of these problems through

an aggressive and at times ad hoc approach that worked.

Their relative success in integrating fire support, in

spite of C problems, points to the value of: detaild

doctrinal procedures for working around the problems;

sufficient numbers and types of radios; multiple and

experienced liaison officers; and valuable battlefield

lessons learned that received wide and timely

distribution to users.



TI - CONTENIPOPARY LESSONS L.EARNED

Background

Analysis of three contemporary cases of heavy /

light operations produces specific lessons learned

concerning fire support synchronization. Using the

criteria established in chapter one, the analysis

focuses specifically on fire support C 2 in terms of

communications and procedures.

Overall, these three cases are very much in line

with the focUs of current heavy / light operational

concepts. The cases are also similar in many respects

to the historical example in chapter two. However,

there are important differences in terms of tempo,

threat, scale and training simulations. The tempo was

that of a modern, European, high-intensity battlefield.

The threat forces simulated Soviet operati-ns in two of

the cases. The scale of operations in each case was

reduced in comparison to operations on the Cotentin

Peninsula. Each case also included training simulations

plus observers for evaluation and data collection.

Two of the cases are 1988 rotations at the National

Training Center which evaluated operations involving a

heavy brigade with a light infantry battalion, plus

apropriate combat support and combat service support

assets. In these cases, the heavy/light forces

conducted defensive operations in a high Intensity,

European scenario against a Soviet type threat.



The third case occurred during REFORGER 1998 and

involved a linht infantry battalion operating with an

armored cavalry regiment as part of a corps defense.

The light battalion deployed from CONUS and participated

in heavy/light defensive operations conducted on the

Europ:ean, high-intensity battlefield. An armored

cavalry regiment plus two armored divisions made up the

opposing force.

Fire support in each case included light infantry

fire support elements (FSEs) and fire support teams

(FISTs) for the light battalions. Other fire support

assets involved were organic to the heavy forces.

Fire Support Communications Analysis and FindinQs

Analysis Overview. Fire support organizations in all

three cases used a variety of radio and wire systems to

synchronize fire support. Analysis of after action

reports, observer/controller findings, and unit take

home training packages reveals key communications

problems in these heavy/light operations. These

problems degraded fire support synchronization.

Findings. Findings are listed according to the

criteria used in the analysis.

- Equipment Operating Range. The limited FM

operating range of the light force PRC 77 and GRC 160

radios caused persistent communications disconnects

between key fire support agencies. The following matrix

i4



highlights fire support radio systems by user, type and

operating ranges.

HEAVY DS/REINF LT BN LT BN RANGE
BDE FSE FA BN FSE FISTS/FO RADIO KM

X PRC 77
w/ whip B
W 0 long wi2 r 22

X GRC 160
wI whip 3

w/ OE 254 19
w/ long wire .2

X X X VRC 46
w/ whip 40
w/ OE 254 58

Light FISTS experienced communications problems

during Fire mission processing due to range limitations.

During a stay behind mission one light battalion FSE

also experienced range problems which affected fire

support planning and coordination actions with the heavy

brigade FSE.- The diagram in Appendix C portrays these

range problems.

- Equipment Availability. There were

insufficient numbers of radios to meet all the fire

support requirements. Both heavy and light fire support

agencies needed extra radios for the liaison teams

exchanged between the light battalion FSE and the heavy

DS artillery battalion. Also, there was limited

redundancy in the light fire support system to provide

backup in case of equipment failure. The light

battalion FSE had the only light force VPC 46 and VRC 49



'FM RETOIANS) capability. The light FISTs had only t'--o

4
PRC 77's while light FO's had only one PRC 77. Heavy

units needed more radios to operate the extra voice nets

required due to TACFIRE compatibility problems.

- Equipment Compatibility. TACFIRE is an

automated fire control system that uses digital

communications nets. Voice traffic on digital nets

disrupts digital traffic. In these cases the light FSE,

FISTs and FOs used voice systems to communicate with the

TACFIRE equipped brigade FSE and direct support (DS) /

reinforcing artillery battalions. Appendix C highlights

linkages affected by these compatibility problems.

- Equipment security. FM secure radio was a

primary link between heavy and light forces. Bth the

heavy and light forces had the capability to conduct

secure communications on all fire support nets.

- Net Structure. Communications compatibility

problems caused increased voice traffic requirements.

The brigade FSE and direct support/reinforcing FA

battalions had to modify the heavy fire support net

structure by adding additional nets to accommodate the

light force voice nets.
6

The light battalion FSE working with a heavy brigade

creates a net structure problem. The light battalion

FSE must operate on six different nets. Two of these

are especially critical for fire support operations.

The DS battalion fire net is the primary net for

processing fire missions. The DS battalion

1 5



operations!/'lire net is used for fire support p1a-in

and ~ordinBtion. Both of these heavy DE artillery met-

are digital.

Because the light battalion FSE does not have a

digital capability, the DS battalion must create two

additional voice nets to compensate. The brigade FE

and reinforcing artillery must also monitor these two

additional voice nets.

Fire Support Procedures Analysis and Findings

Analysis Overview. In all three cases, fire support

agencies used doctrinal procedures for planni..Q

coordination and execution of fire support.

Findings. The findings are listed according to t'-

criteria used in the analysis.

- Planning Times. Communications problems

caused excessive planning times and impacted adversely

on fire support synchronization. Range limitations and

light force incompatibility with TACFIRE caused

disruptions that delayed the planning process.

Another factor was the heavy force's lack of

understanding of light force planning time requirements.

Light units faced compressed planning times because 'an-'

operations required them to begin movement much earlier

than heavy forces. The heavy brigade level staff often

violated light force planning time constraints. Thus,

the heavy brigade fire support officer did not finish



the planninq process in time to transmit it to the liqht

battalion for review, calculations and rehearsal.

A final procedural prcblem arose from the TACMFIE

compatibility difficulty. Heavy force stadard

cperating procedures were designed for automated

planning techniques using digital communications. The

operators lacked the proficiency to adequately integrate

manual procedures with automated procedures. This

9
caused additional delays in planning times.

Several examples demonstrate that the cumulative

impact of these planning time delays was significant.

The impact was especially critical at the task fcrce

level. On several occasions planning time overruns at

brigade prevented task force FSEs from refining,

disseminating and rehearsing fire plans. Because

planning was deficient, fire plan execution was flawed.

During one operation the light task force initiated

movement before the light FSE could resolve major fire

plan problems with the heavy brigade FSE. During

another operation, the light FSE was unable to plan

fires to support a light force contingency plan for an

air insertion. During several operations, light task

force FSEs were not able to integrate all the targets

selected by the brigade FSE. These examples highlight

10
the adverse impact of delays in planning times.

- Coordination Times. Excessive planning times

resulted in incomplete and unrehearsed fire support



plans. This generateu atditional coordination

requirements for FISTs and FSOs to resolve by radio.

The previously discussed communications range and

compatibility problems adversely affected the cAitical

fire support coordination linkages between light forces

and the heavy brigade FSO and also the DS arn

reinvo -cing artillery battalions. These conditins. had

a ccl ive impact that caused excessive -ocrdinati~n

times to clear and mass fires. 
1

Two examples demcnstrate the collective e_~ect c

the evcessive coordination times. During one airmcbile

cperation excessive coordination time caused a ten

minute delay in scheduled fires for an airmobile

operation and forced inbound aircraft to land while the

fire support system resolved the problem and executed

the fire plan. During another operation, when friendly

forces moved too close to a planned target, coordinatiin

delays prevented cancellation of the scheduled fires and

resulted in fratricide. 12

- Execution times. Communications operating

range limitations and compatibility problems caused a

number of unacceptable delays in requests for fire

support and in fire support execution. In several

cases, delays in fire mission execution resulted in

fratricide. These deadly delays stemmed from excessive

communications relay times for FIST fire mission

requests during friendly forces movement. Thus,

accurate, but late fires hit friendly forces which had



m+vd i- the vicinIty of the t -rget dur IMQ -Fi r_ 2m fi on

e.ecut i on.

Because of compatitility problems, TACFIRE equipped

direct support and reinforcing artillery battalions were

not always responsive to voice calls-for-fice from the

light forces. Voice calls-for-fire are the exception

rather than the rule in the TACFIRE digital system.

Thus, the suoporting TACFIRE artillery battalions we-e

14
not accustomed to operating with voice nel-s

' *ions n Los=on Learned

Solutions. In each of the contemporary cases

e-amined, the units devised various solutions to resolve

some of these fire support C problems. Approaches

included "quick fixes." as well as recommendations for

future, longer term solutions. The units achieved

varying degrees of success in terms of doctrine,

equiiment, force structure and training. The four

categories below highlight various solutions.

- Doctrine. Several adjustments reduced the

impact of communications 7nd procedural problems.

Cha-ges in the DS artillery battalion communication ro-ts

hel~ed to accommodate extra light force voice net

reqiremnents. Top-down planning, directed and

controlled by the brigade FSE, helped heavy force

planners at the brigade and supporting artillery

battalions meet the compressed planning time



requiremts of ligh forces.. On one occasion, a voice

quick fire channel plus priority of fires produced

increased responsiveness to the light task force.'

- Equipment. Solutions included radio

redistribution and external augmentation. This

increased light fire support communications redundancy

and provided supporting TACFIRE artillery battw~ions the

radios for extra voice nets. Centralized control of FM

retransmission systems helped to minimize range problems

between light FISTs and supporting artillery battalions.

One unit achieved a short term fix to communications

17 16
range problems by utilizing an aerial C A platform. !

- Force structure. Fixes included using

several variations of out-of-hide liaison officers with

communications and transportation capability. In one

case, a light task force LNO at the heavy brigade

17
continually provided valuable information for the FSE.

- Training. As each case progressed, the

ongoing training made important contributions to

overcoming fire support C- problems. Specific examples

of training related improvements included: increased

proficiency in compressed planning procedures; smoother

communications using a mix of voice and digital nets;

and better integration of light force manual procedwres

with automated TACFIPE procedures. 18

- Lessons Learned. Many so-called lessons

learned are not in fact new lessons. Instead, they are



often just a validation c4 basic doctrinal issues. In

the three cases examined, there were several such

lessons learned that were especially important in the

heavv / light context.

First, a good mutual understanding of respective

capabilities and limitations sets the stage for

s-fective fire support synchronization. Next, demanding

training will help to minimize many of the C problems

inherent in heavy/light operations. Lastly, expanded

unit operating procedures incorporate standardized

techniques for reducing the impact of compatibility

problems and compressed planning time requirements. 19

Figure 3-2 summarizes the command and control

problem areas oF the three cases in terms of category,

criteria and operational impact.

Figure 3-2
Fire Support Command and Control Problem Areas

CATEGORY/ IMPACT
CRITERIA NEGLIGIBLE SIGNIFICANT

COMMUNICATIONS
RANGE X

AVAILABILITY X

COMPATIBILITY X

SECURITY X

NET STRUCTURE X

PROCEDURES
PLANNING TIMES X

COORDINATION TIMES X

EXECUTION TIMES X



IV - ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CAPABILITIES

Backqround

The division level, tactical operations exercise

from the School of Advanced Military Studies provides

the tactical settina for this analysis of current

capabilities. The exercise focused on planning and

execution of defensive and offensive operations,

conducted by U.S. Army heavy and light forces as part of

a U.S. Army corps, in a central European setting.

It is well suited for this heavy/light analysis.

This analysis focuses on the U.S. 52nd Mechanized

Division during the defensive phase of the exercise.

The 52nd Mechanized conducted defensive operations in

sector and was to be prepared to conduct a counterattack

during phase III. The 1st Bde!21st LID, plus its direct

support artillery battalion were attached to the 52nd.

Additionally , the 66th FA Bde provided general

support/einforcing fires to the 52nd DIVARTY. ( See

task organization highlights at Appendix D).

The Soviet 28 Combined Arms Army (CAA) was

conducting o fensive operations against the 52nd Mech

division. It consisted of three motorized rifle

divisions and one tank division. The 28 CAA deploy,'ed

with three motorized rifle divisions in its first

echelon, along with an independent tank regiment as a

forward detachment, and its tank division organized as

an operati-.-r- maneuver group.



The 52nd Mech Divisio concept was to defend with

two heavy brigades and one light brigade on line. The

additional heavy brigade was in reserve. The Ist

Bde/21st LID was forward and defended on the west flan.:

of division sector. It defended in rugged terrain well

suited for light force operations.

The 2-45FA (105mm Towed) provided direct support for

the light brigade. The 2-641FA (155mm Self Propelled)

from the L6th BDE provided reinforcing fires. The

?-45FA is a light divisional, non-TACFIRE battalion. It

provides fire support teams (FISTS) and fire support

elements to the light brigade. The 2-641FA is a non-

divisional, TACFIRE equipped battalion. It does not

have organic FSEs or FISTs. It does have a limited,

non-TACFIRE liaison capability.

Fire Support Communications Analysis and Findings.

Analysis overview. The fire support communications

capabilities in this analysis are different from those

described in the cases in chapter three. The

differences are in terms of the scope of the operation

and the size of units involved. Chapter three focusad

on light battalions operating in support of heavy

brigade defensive operations. This chapter focuses on a

reinforced light brigade supporting a heavy division.

The communications capabilities used in this operation

include a mix of radio and wire systems. FM radios are



the primary means used to conduct fire support

one-ations in thi scenario.

Findings. Findings are listed below according to

the specific criteria used in the analysis. Appendix E

is a portrayal of the communications problem areas and

supplements the following discussion.

- Equipment Operating Range. There is a

significant difference in operating range limits for

radios used by key elements in this heavy/light fire

support system. The following matrix highlights radio

systems by user, type and operating ranges.

52d DS REINF LT BDE LT BN
DIVARTY BN BN FSO FSO Radio Range

X AN/PRC-77
with whip S
with long wire 2e

X X AN/GRC-160
with whip 8
with OE 254 19
with long wire 28

X X X X AN/VRC-46
with whip 40
with OE 254 58

Several conditions could cause fire support

communications range problems. A light brigade frontage

in excess of 8-10 KM would cause potential 7roblems in

the link between a FIST on the brigade flank and the

supporting artillery battalions. FISTs in light forces

with a stay behind mission or a covering force mission

would be quickly out of range (whip antenna) of



supporting artillery battalions in the main battle area.

Appendin E portrays these potential problems.

Equipment Availability. The AN/PRC-77, the

AW..r:-1 -, and the A"NYRC-46 are used in the light

brigade fire support structure. However, there is

little or no redundancy of systems. The light FSEs must

operate on at least five nets at various times. Each

FSE has two radios plus a retransmission capability.

One recommendation is that heavy forces augment the

light forces with complete sets of TACFIRE equipment.

This equipment does not exist for either pre-positioning

or augmentation.

Equipment Compatibility. Some of the systems

used by the heavy forces are not compatible with those

of the light forces. In this scenario the DTVARTY, the

Division FSE and the reinforcing battalion are TACFIRE

equipped and operate on a mix of voice and digital

communications nets. The light fire support elements

operate on voice nets only. Voice communications on a

digital net disrupt digital communications. This

incompatibility problem directly affects three key links

in this setting. Appendix E highlights the linkages

affected by compatibility problems.

Equipment Security. All of the communications

systems meet minimum requirements. Light and heavy

forces have a secure capability for all nets.

Not Structure. Because of the min in jigital

- L.



and voice systems, the standard fire support net

structure in a heavy division would require some

modification to accommodate heavy/light fire support

operations. Specifically, the division FSE, the DIVARTY

and the reinforcing battalion must alter net structures

by adding a voice net as an alternative to the digital

DIVARTY fire/operations net. This would accommodate h

light brigade FSE and DS battalion voice nets.

Fire Support C Procedures Analysis and Findings.

Analysis Overview. In this setting, the doctrinal

procedures for fire support planning, coordination, and

execution produce mixed results.

Findings. The findings below are listed by the

criteria used in the analysis.

Planning Times. Fire support planning is an

ongoing process that involves acquiring and analyzing

targets, plus allocating, scheduling and integrating

fire support assets to attack the targets. The lack of

digital communications compatibility has a direct effect

on all of these actions.

The light brigade FSO is the master planner for fire

support in his sector. However, he faces a significant

problem. He has no access to the TACFIRE system which

is both the hub of communications and the tactical

information database for the heavy division fire support

system. This situation forces a mixing of both

automated and manual planning procedures. The planning

2-7



process slows down at the nodes where automated and

manual procedures integration.

- Coordination Times. The light brigade FSO is

the focal point of fire support coordination in this

settinq. He is a key link from the light brigade to the

division FSE and to supporting artillery. He faces a

coordination problem because of his lack of TACFIRE

capability. As in the planning phase, coordination

requires mixing of automated and manual procedures. The

coordination process slows down at nodes where the mix

ccura, namely at the division FSE and the reinforcing

artillery battalion. The net effect is more complex

coordination actions that take longer to resolve.

- Execution Times. TACFIRE compatibility

problems cause heavy/light execution times to exceed the

heavy base line standard. Figure 4-1 compares the DS

battalion and reinforcing battalion execution times

against the heavy standards using ten various missions.1

The non-TACFIRE DS battalion exceeds the standard in

six of ten mission. This is due to slower mission

processing times in a non-TACFIRE battalion. The

reinforcing battalion exceeds the standard in all ten

missions. This is caused by the time required to first

transmit the mission by voice and then to enter voice

mission data into the TACFIRE system. Appendix F

outlines the time comparison calculations used to

produce the data shown in figure 4-1.



7i gulre 4-1

cIRING UNIT/ HEAVY DIRECT SPT BN REINF BN
TVY, MTSS IN STANDARD CAPABILI TY _ P_ 4 B TTY

DS/REINF

BN MASS / IRREG
SHAPED TGT 4: 20/6:20 :55 *6:25

BTRY FFE / IRREG
SHAPED TGT 2: 50/:-72;0 3: 25 *4:55

BN FFE
WHEN READY 2:40/3:30 *2:55 *4:15

BTRY FFE
WHEN READY 2: 20/2:50 *2:2 5 *3: -55

BN MASS
FO ADJUSTS 7:20/7:10 *7:40 *8:15

BTRY
FO ADJUSTS 8:10/8:40 *8:20 *8:55

BTRY FFE
PRIORITY TGT 1:15/1:15 *1:20 *1:55

BTRY FFE
IMMED SUPPRESSION 1:45/1:45 1:35 *2:00

BTRY FFE
IMMED SMOKE 1:45/1:45 1:35 *2:00

BTRY FIRES FINAL
PROTECTIVE FIRES :55/:55 :50 *1:35

indicates execution time that exceeds the standard

These execution time delays impact on the timeliness

of the combined massed fires of the direct support and

reinforcing battalions. This is important because

massed fire support is absolutely essential for the

light brigade to successfully defend and delay against a

Soviet motorized rifle division. The direct support

b~ttalion in this setting has 105mm howitzers which do

not have the firepower capability of the 155mm howitzers



that are organic to heavy forces.

These execution time delays are signi-Ficant fcr

several reasons. First, they add to the other fire

support delays caused by other problems. Next,

they force elements to compensate for the delays by

planning around them or increasing mission request lead

times. Finally, they exceed the limit for time

sensitive missions such as priority targets, immediate

suppression, and final protective fires.

This is especially critical for targeting purposes.

For example, a mechanized force moving at 15 kilometers

per hour will move 250 meters in 60 seconds. A 15-30

second delay in mission processing would result in a 60-

120 meter discrepancy in target location and thus would

significantly degrade the effects of the fire mission.

Solutions and Conclusions.

Solutions. There are various solutions which can

resolve many of these fire support C 2 problems. The

heavy/light fire support system can implement some of

these in the short term in order to reduce the impact of

the problems on fire support synchronization during

heavy/light operations. Other solutions are longer-term

fixes subject to budgetary considerations. The four

categories below highlight some of the short term

lutions.

Doctrine. Detailed communications planning



for fire support nodes idntifies potential range

problems. This supports better management of critical

retransmission resources that can eliminate the impact

of range limitations. Net structures with designated

voice nets, as previously discussed, can supplement

digital fire nets and can provide flexibility for mixed

communications.

Detailed analysis of unit operating procedures will

highlight specific considerations for mixing manual and

autrmated fire support planning, coordination afnlf

execution. This analysis should focus especially on

sections covering C. fire direction, fire support

planning / coordination, and communications.

Several publications suggest TACFIRE / non-TACFIRE

options that minimize the impact of mixing manual and

automated C procedures. Effective implementation and

tailoring of these options can significantly reduce

problems in heavy/light fire support C communications

and procedures. The four options below have specific

advantaes and disadvantages.

Option 1. The non-TACFIRE Battalion sends a liaison

team to the TACFIRE Battalion. This has minimum impact

on operations. But, there is no digital link between

the units, and thus C is limited to voice nets only.

Option 2. Units collocate Fire Direction Centers.

The non-TACFIRE unit still controls its own units. This

eliminates the need for a liaison team. On the other

hand it provides a lucrative target to the enemy.



Otion 7. The non-TACFIRE Battalion maintains a

separate FDC. but its batteries are controlled by the

TACFIRE unit, and a digital link is established from the

TACFIRE to all battery computer systems. This allows

all requests for fire, fire support coordination, and

fire order transmissions to be sent digitally. Ho..eve,,

the liaison team from the non-TACFIRE unit may not be

able to keep its unit properly informed of the situLaic-

o fire mission processing. Also, the non-TACFPE unit

batteries may be untrained in maintaining digital

communications with TACFIRE.

Option 4. Units collocate TOCs and FDCs. The non-

TACFIRE batteries are linked digitally to TACFIRE. This

allows fire requests, fire support coordination

measures, and fire orders to be sent digitally and a

liaison team is not required. However, it also provides

a lucrative target to the enemy.

Equipment. Augmentations from heavy forces can

provide redundancy to the light forces communication

system. There are not sufficient amounts of TACFIRE

equipment available to generate augmentation packages

for light forces. The feasibility of such TACFIRE

auL.~enttion is questionable because c operator

training and equipment installation requirements.

One augmentation option in this scenario would

include providing an ad hoc TACFIRE equipped, fire

support element to the light brigade FSO. The 52nd



e -_h s E.. . ...e ts - -igaJ e w4Od, d pr id e th t he equ TC- e t

and the operators. Ti--s- au qmentati -n wo ul d P ple- ,r

s.- A /ie - FE/nnTACFIRE options.

Such an augmentation option has a price. The res_'-,e

brigade would lose some TACFIRE capability. The briQaH

Would be forc.d to use manual procedures and voice

communications in one of its subordinate battalion FSEs.

Force Structure. Experienced liaison officers with

transportation and commu.-!ications are a costly

investment that pay high returns over time. By

.':r-cning liaison officers, the 52nd DIVARTY and the DS

battalion could significantly minimize procedura!

disconnects. Since neither of the units are at thcrized

e-tra liaison officers, a compromise solution with

reduced capability might be more realistic. For

example, the DIVARTY could provide access to a radio and

transportation for an experienced fire support NCO from

the light DS battalion.

Training. The main C burden falls on the heavy

organization, which must adjust its fire support system

to integrate the light forces. Heavy units must

specifically train key fire support nodes such as the

division FSE, brigade FSE and artillery battalion fire

di-ect-on centers to operate within the communiatios

and procedural constraints of heavy/light operatiors.

Conc!isions. There are a number of communicetios

Pnd procedural problems that impacted on C2 efforts to

synchronize firo support for heavy/light operations in



i hypet-=i--t ic l se++ing. A "business - ist~a l ":

-. w-ld nct meet doctrinal standar d s -For i-e

_port cormmn.,nications and procedures Figure 4-3

sL'~m-, e= C problem areas i.n terms of cate-,.,

criteria and operational impact.

Figure 4-3

Fire Support Command and Control Problem Areas

C A TEGRY/ IMP ACT

CRITERIA NEGLIGIBLE SIGNIFICANT

COMMUNICATIONS
RANhIG E X

AVAILABILITY X

COMPATIBILITY X

SECURITY X

NET STRUCTURE X

*PROCEDURES

PLANNING TIMES

COORDINATION TIMES X

EXECUTION TIMES X

V - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary o- Analysis Results.

Using historical insights. contemporary lessens

learned and analysis of cutrent capabiliti :s , ths-

highlights and examines key C problems that degrade the



synchronization of fire support For heavy/light

operations. Communications problems exist due to 3

variety of causes which include operating range

limitations and incompatible systems. Communications

problems, compressed planning timelines, and a lack of

mutual understanding of respective capabilities combi-s

to produce C procedural problems that in turn affect

the timeliness of tire support planning, coordination

and execution. Figure 5-1 summarizes the results of

this study by category, criteria, chapter and impact.

Figure 5-1
Fire Support Command and Control Problem Areas

IMPACT BY CASE
COTENTIN REFORGER CURRENT

CATEGORY/ CASE NTC CAPABILITY
CRITERIA NEG SIG NEG SIG NEG SIG

COMMUNICATIONS

RANGE X X X

AVAILABILITY X X X

COMPATIBILITY X X X

SECURITY X X X

NET STRUCTURE X X x

PROCEDURES

PLANNING TIMES X X X

COORDINATION TIMES X X X

EXECUTION TIMES X X X



Summarv -.5 Solution C_ siderations.

This study addresses a number of solutions that show

potential for minimizing the impact of fire support C

problems. The four categories below summarize final

observations concerning possible solutions.

Doctrine. Minor doctrinal updates in the form of

heavy / light annexes could bridge the procedural gap b,

including a wide range of fire support C-

co'siderations. Several agencies have done somn _onk

in this area, but it is available only in bits and

pieces. Consolidating this work into a single expanded

annex with detailed fire support C- considerations would

be valuable. Such an annex would help units further

analyze and modify their own operating procedures.

I recommend a heavy / light fire support operations

annex that organizes the issues using the battlefield

operating systems as a framework. The annex should

consider three possible heavy / light options: (1) a

light division attached to a heavy corps, (2) a light

brigade attached to a heavy division, and (3) a light

battalion attached to a heavy brigade.

The command and control section cf this anne- should

include a discussion of communications, procedures,

personnel, and facilities issues based on analysis of

the three options above. It should also include

considerations from chapter four of this study.



E,.4mrt. L imi.d a'gmentation of lih c

a realisric option, but one that involves trdec-FZs.

Augmenting light forces with additional communications

assets alonq with a limited TACFIRE capability would

provide redundancy and improved compatibility.

Light TACFIRE, scheduled for fielding in FY 9C0 will

greatly enhance fire support C2 for the heavy/light mix.

The system will provide an automated capability for

light forces and is fully compatible with the TACFIRE

system used b, heavy forces. Thus, it will rs 1 -,l _th_

compatibility problems and reduce the planning,

coordination and e-ecution problems.

Budget cuts. however. are an ever present danger

that could reduce or scale down the fielding. The

minimal acceptable level of fielding for each division

would include the following items: ten Light TACFIRE

terminals, enough upgraded (FIST) digital message

devices for all battalion and brigade fire support

sections, and forward entry devices for all forward

observers. 1

Force Structure. Given current resource

constraints, any force structure additions to provide

liaison slots are probably out of the question. Out-of-

hide liaison officers, even though costly, are still

good investment.

.A E mirnmum., light forces should provide a !i=_;

officer to the higher, heavy headquarters fire supCort



element. This location would provide a unique vantage

point from w-hich to monitor both maneuver and fire

support activities. The heavy division artillery shou_1!

send liaison o-i -ers tohe liQht force headquarters

fire support element and to the fire direction center c

any s'portino light art-illery battalion.

Tr.aininq C- is the training issue. Thus, the

regularly scheduled TACFIRE sustainment training in heay

divisions is an ideal setting for heavy / light C

training. TACFIRE sustainment training is CPX oriented

and includes all the key fire support players such as

maneuver cells, fire support elements, fire support

teams, artillery fire direction centers, and artillery

operations / intelligence sections. It is a perfect

setting for integrating cells to emulate light fire

support C2 activities.

Light forces have a more difficult training

challenge because they currently cannot emulate the

automated C- fire support operations of heavy units.

Thus, light divisions should arrange for fire support

personnel to participate in heavy division TACFIRE

sustainment training activities, using equipment from

the division artillery units not in training cycles.

Training remains one of the surest ways to minimize

0
the impact of a number of the C problems. The fire

suoport community must continue to push for heavy./light

training opportunities at the National Training Center

and durirn other major exercises. These provide



valuable opportunities to focus evaluation ezforts tc

further examine heavy / light fire support issues.

Con-C l's ion.

T1- btlefield value of heavy / li oht operaticns

Germany is clear. Last year. planners at army group and

lo -s lv n%.-)tzt-ed U =rnarios for e4-ployin l-±

forces with forward deployed heavy forces. Such

o =ations provide a unique force mix designed 1-c

maximize combat power through combined arms synergism.

Fire support is a key contributor to this powerf-ul

synergism. It both produces and integrates destructive

firepower. Synchronizing this firepower is the task of

fire support C2 . As the operational linchpin of the

fire support system. C2 depends on adequate

communications and sound doctrinal procedures executed

by well trained organizations.

This study used historical insights, contemporary

!ss=ons learned and analysis of current capabilities to

highlight serious C communications and procedural

deficiencies. These deficiencies can easily disrupt and

delay fire support synchronization in heavy / light

operations. If not resolved, they could seriously

jeopardize the capabilities of the heavy / light force,

Thus, these C- deficiencies pose a key challenge in

terms of equipment, doctrine and training.



First. scheduled improvements in fire support C-

automation are non-negotiable. They will resolve

critical compatibility problems and will also provide an

automatic radio relay capability to overcome range

limitations.

Next, fire support doctrine updates will be

invaluable. Current publications are narrowly oriented

on either heavy or light forces. Thus, updates will

significantly improve their heavy / light utility.

Finally, fire support organizations desi nt W

sLpport actual heavy / light contingencies must conti -e

to receive high priority for participation in svailab!

heavy / light training activities. Intense and focused

training is the key to developing and sustaining the

critical C2 skills required for synchronizing fire

support in complex heavy / light operations.

The heavy / light force can play a key role in

defensive operations on the modern European battlefield.

Resolution of fire support C" deficiencies will help to

ensure that the capabilities of the heavy / light force

are optimized for that role.



Appendi! A: Key Cncepts. and Terms

1. Heavy/li iht operations are an extension of the

combined arms concept which seeks to maximize combat

power by offsetting the inherent weaknesses of heavy

forces with the inherent strengths of attached light

forces. Heavy forces are categorized by their

capability for ground mobility and include mechanized

infantry, armor. cavalry and motorized units. Because

of their mobility, heavy forces are well suited for

actions in relatively unrestricted terrain. In

contrast, light forces are better suited for more

restricted terrain, such as heavily forested or built up

urban areas, where they can gain a relative mobility

advantage. Light forces include infantry , light

infantry, airborne and air assault units. By tailoring

heavy/light forces according to the factors of METT-T,

the commander can create a wider range of tactical

options and increased flexibility.I

2. Synchronization is the key to optimizing the combat

power of heavy/light forces. It is the arrangement of

critical battlefield activities in time, space and

purpose to produce maximum combat power at the decisive

point. The final goal of this process is to use exry

resource where and when it will make the greatest

contribution to success.



3. Fire Support is a critical battlefield operating

system that contributes significantly to overall ccmbat

power. Fire support is the collective and coordinated

use of indirect fire weapons, armed aircraft, and cthe-

lethal and non lethal means to support a battle plan.

Fire s'opport includes mortars, field artillerv, naval

gunfire and air-delivered weapons.

4. The Fire Support System is a single entity composed

of three distinct components which function together to

give the maneuver commander the fire support needed to

accomplish the mission. These three components include

target acquisition, attack systems plus command and

control.

5. Fire Support C- is the operational linchpin of the

fire support system. It is the means for achieving fire

5
support synchronization. Fire support command and

control is a process of planning and coordination that

includes the elements of facilities, personnel,

equipment, communications, and procedures.
6



Appendix B: Criteria for Analysis of Fire Suppcrt C2

Communications

The following expanded criteria are the basis -for

analyzing fire support communications equipment and net

structure.

Equipment Operating R'ange. What are the - tye av ... ,-

doctrini planning ranges of organic comnications

capabilities? How do these ranges compare with the

actual disposition of forces in the example? Do key

fire support nodes have any critical range limitations?

Do the heavy / light forces involved have any special

capability, such as r-etransmission systems or aerial

systems, that would enable them to overcome range

limitations? What type of fire support C- problems

occur due to operatinq range limitations? How do units

overcome these problems?

Equipment Availability. Do the heavy / light

forces have all authorized communications during the

operation? Is there enough redundancy to provide for

coniinued operations in spite of equipment failure? Are

radios available for extra liaison officer requirements?

Is automated / digital equipment available to help

resolve compatibility problems? What type of fire

support problems exist due to lack of equipment? Ho- do

units resolve these problems?

Equipment Compatibility. Is the equipment at

various fire support nodes compatible? What type of

,! -7,



fire sapport interface problems does the lack of

compatibility cause? How do units overcome these

problems? What options are available to resolve the

interface problems between the heavy units, equipped

with the automated Tactical Fire Support system

(TACIPRE) which uses digital communications, and light

units which rely on voice communications only?

Equipment Security. Do all the fire support

communications systems have a secure capability? What

communications security problems does the heavy / light

fire support system encounter? What are the cptiora for

resolving these problems?

Net Structure. Do the doctrinal net structures

provide an adequate number and type of nets for fire

support operations in heavy / light operations? If not,

what problems occur? How does the fire support system

resolve net structure problems?

Procedures

The Artep Mission Training Plan (AMTP) for

field artillery battalions establishes specific time

standards and guidelines for fire support tasks. The

heavy division time standards serve as the base line for

the criteria. The rationale is that the heavy force

capabilities to plan, coordinate and execute fire

support tasks will drive the pace and tempo of fire

support operations in a European setting. The expanded
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target types to be attacked., means of attack, and timinQ

of attack. The AMTP standards require that planninc be

finished in time to allow for the folloiing ations to

be completed:

- transmission of the plan to lowest level

- review of the plan and resolution of duplications

- processing of targets and computation of data

- rehearsal of the plan by key fire support

personnel

The key question is whether or not heavy / licht

force can conduct fire support planning in sufficient

time to allow these other actions to occur.

Coordination Times. Fire support coordination is

the continuous process of implementing fire support

plans and managing fire support assets. This process

involves many tasks to include; processing tactical

information, tasking target acquisition and delivery

systems, managing terrain and movement, and clearing

fires. The AMTP standards require units to conduct the

coordination as rapidly as possible in order to provide

timely fires. The key question is whether cr nct the

heavy / light mix can conduct fire support coordinati -.

as fast as a pure heavy force which is the base line

st -nda ci.
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Enecution Times. Execution of fire suppc -t is the

ac-ual attack of targets by specific assets. The AMTP

lists time standards by type of f - mission and un-it

firing. It identifies specific time limits are

identi:ied for each fire support agency that must

orocess the mission in a typical fire mission sequence .

The matrix below highlights time standards _m

minutes for a variety of fire missions. These time

standards are for a heavy, TACFIRE equipped unit.

FIRING UNIT FWD BN BTRY
TYPE MISSION OBSVR FDC FDC GUNS TOTAL

BN MASS / IRREG 1:25 2:00 :25 :30 4:20
SHAPED TGT

BTRY FFE / IRREG 1:25 :30 :55 :30 2:50
SHAPED TGT

BN FFE :55 :50 :25 :30 2: %
WHEN READY

BTRY FFE :55 :30 :55 : 2:0
WHEN READY

BN MASS 2:15 :50 1:45 2:30 7:20
FO ADJUSTS

BTPY 2:35 :30 2:35 3:00 3:10
FO ADJUSTS

BTRY FFE :20 0 :25 :30 1:15
PRIORITY TARGET

BTRY FFE :55 0 :20 :30 1:45
IMMED SUPPRESSION

BTRY FFE :55 0 :20 :0 1:Q :
IMMED SMOKE

BTRY FIRES FINAL :15 0 :10 :30 :55
PROTECTIVE FIRES
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f)-enfli -D: CL-r r tatilities - Tssk- Organizat--n

5-- Me_ ,EniZed Division Task Clrgai-Zation

1st Bde/21st LID (C1PCON)
266 Inf
2-67 Inf
2-6e In-f
2 45 FA (105,T) (DS)1

A/2lst Encir -fl5-

1st Bde
TF 1-7'4i Mech
TF 1-5 Armor
TF7 1-25 Armor
!-4C- FA (!55.SP) (DS)

TF 1-77 Mech

Tv-: 1-2 Armor
1-41 FA (1-55w P) (DS)

:3rd Bde
TF 1-80 Mech
TF 1-81 Mech
TF 1-3 Armor
TF 1-4 Armnor

52d Avn Bde

52d DIW'ARTY(-
B/2930 FA (TAB)
A/52 (MLPS) (GS)
1-42 FA (155.SP) (GS, o/o DS 73rd Bde)

66th FA Bde (GSR to 52d DIVARTY)
2611 F A (2 -:,, SP) (GSR 1-40 FA~, 0/0 GSR 1-42 FA!
2612 FA (203--'SP) (GS, o/o R 1-42 FA)

2.C-641 FA (155.SP) (P -2-45 FA)
2 6 42 FA (155,BSP) (R 1-40 FA)
2 -6 4 7 FA (155,SPI (P 1-41 FA)
C/2-675 FA (ML-RS) (GB)

510t Erl CTAB- (ors131CN

511th Ergr Cbt Bn (Corps) (OPCON)
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Apendi " Crrent Capaties - Eecu o tio f Times

I. Heavy DS StAdard. Heavy DS st.and!a-ds for Fiiure 4-
aC' +--C -cm th jFT, j T j j P' F3.

ATme Standards (TACFRE/BCS/C!MD)}

2 Heavy Reinforcing Standards. The rein.orcin_ unit

was a heavy battal ion operating in conju.nction with _
li. ht DS- battalion. This standard is a mo J ie- he..

DS _-- dard whih incl!ud -s the reinforcing bttaion

nission time for each mission.

DS Battalion Capability. the DS battalion in the
analysis is a light battalion and the standards are
-tracted from the ARTEP Mission Trainin_ Plan for ;i d
Artillery Battalions, Appendix A, Fire Mission Accutracy
and Time Standards (BCS/no DMD).

4. Reinforcinq Battalion Capability. This capability
was ca culated usinq the following combinaticn .-or
of the missions analyzed.

Forward Observer Time (BCS/no DMD):
+

Tactical Fire Direction Time / Bn (BCS/no DMD):

Voice Transmission Time to Reinforcing Br:15 sec
+

Reinforcing Bn Input Time Into TACFI E:70 sec
+

Fire Direction Time/Reinf Bn (TACFIRE!BCS/DMD):
+

Battery Fire Direction Time(TACFIRE/BCS/DMD):
+

Gun Section Time(TACFIRE!BCS!DMD):

= Total:

These times are fixed for each mission. All other
times are extracted from Appendix A tables.
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